47% lower incident rate
versus industry average.

THE TRUSTED TOOL FOR PIPELINE INTERGITY RISK MANAGEMENT
PIRM lets you seamlessly evaluate risk and exceed compliance requirements across
your entire network. The comprehensive cloud-based software integrates with
popular third-party applications and is accessible from any device at any time for
accurate, real-time risk management.

SEAMLESS DATA ANALYSIS AT A GLANCE

PIRM’s intuitive dashboard gives you a highly accurate visual representation of your assets and
provides instant visibility of pipeline risk. The built-in GIS mapping interface not only helps you
understand the location of your pipelines and facilities, it flags the associated threats and hazards
so you can easily identify and prioritize risk.

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

Tailor PIRM’s applications to your own
workflow for a fully automated line-byline assessment of your pipeline network.
Define your own matrix of probability
and consequence based on location,
connectivity, geo-hazards, pigging
and chemical programs, historical
production, inspections and more.

HOW MUCH TIME & MONEY WILL YOU SAVE?

1 (866) 434-8111 | CENOZON.COM

Save Time. Save Money. Meet Compliance.

MAKE DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS
FEATURES & BENEFITS
FULLY AUTOMATED RISK ASSESSMENT
For every 25 meters of pipeline, evaluate
multi-dimensional consequence and
probability analysis. Risk factors are
customizable by company threshold.

IN-DEPTH DETAIL
Detailed dashboard and built-in GIS mapping
interface to easily review current process
conditions: flow, chemistry, topography,
temperature, pressure.

RISK MITIGATION
Automated risk notification system including
mitigation recommendations, so you can
focus on critical tasks and dramatically
reduce incident probability.

GEO-HAZARDS NOTIFICATION
WildFire and HydroFlow offer industry-unique
monitoring and instant notification systems
for wildfires and abnormal water flow
conditions.

COST SAVINGS
Realize significant tax savings with the
decommissioning module and reduce costs by
monitoring line activities, vendor progress and
chemical programs.

EFFICIENCY
Streamline productivity with automated
features: field and data integration, common
storage, deficiency flagging, optimization,
mitigation, bulk reporting, and more.

“PIRM gives us a new level of control and enables us to maintain the system
on our own - keeping annual costs low.”
– Current PIRM client

INCREDIBLE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
PIRM is one of the most comprehensive risk management tools on the market. We
provide training for you to manage everything in-house and fast, friendly support
when you need us to help with audits, field reviews, customization and more.

DELIVERING INNOVATIVE PIPELINE SOFTWARE ON EVERY FRONT
Ask about Cenozon’s comprehensive suite of software for oil and gas pipeline
operators: Pipeline Integrity Risk Manager, Measurement Manager, Measurement
Schematics, PAS Schematics and InstantChartTM. LEARN MORE AT CENOZON.COM

1 (866) 434-8111
CENOZON.COM

